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Abstract : Cyber threat event detection is the method that ensures safety of the public when there is occurrence of serious events. Social media is a
platform used for the purpose of social wellness, utilized as an information source for the hackers. Twitter-one of the social media is a web application of
micro blogging type has become popular serving several hundred million users. Detection of real world cyber threat event that threatens the social
security and safety or causes interruption to the social order is made possible by the exploitation of user generated data, which is a rich source of data.
In this paper, threat event is detected by the two types of feature extraction namely temporal feature and textual feature. Based on the features
extracted, investigation of the cyber threat event is performed over time. Firstly, identification of the cyber threat event is done regardless of the user’s
influence. Secondly, the temporal feature plays an important role in the detection of the threat event therefore cannot be ignored. Thirdly, the overall
performance of the detection of cyber threat event is improved using the textual features. This approach is a novel method for the detection of the cyber
threat event for the real world data from social media.
Keywords : Threat event detection, Feature extraction, Cyber threat event
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window. This improves the clustering efficiency of the
system.
1. INTRODUCTION

Textual features indicate the content of the text
In the current era, social media acts as a fast tool for news
posted in the Twitter. Different textual features are analyzed
broadcasting, expressing the opinions and also for people
for selecting the best contributor which are ranked in order to
interaction. Twitter is the popular tool allowing the users to
remove features that are irrelevant and cause higher
tweet short message limited up to 140 characters which is
computational cost. Some of such features are nearused for discussing topics of current real-world events in
duplicate measure where high similarity occurs between two
various fields. Detection of such events is a crucial concept
tweets, retweet ratio which indicates spreading of
as it involves gathering of data for the management of the
information to other users, Mention ratio which indicates the
event. Its common tendency of the public to comment on
users that are most mentioned such as celebrities, hashtag
events happening currently, which captured their attention
ratio – the ratio of hashtag tweets to total tweet in a
rapidly both locally & globally such as sports, weather report,
particular timeframe.
attacks by the terrorist etc. User commenting publically on
Distinguishing the threat generating data from other data and
social media is a serious challenge for the security and
its identification is discussed in [1] with various types of
safety of the user and also interruption of social order, hence
destructive threats. This paper focuses on selection of
such cyber threat in social media has to be identified
optimized features for increasing the performance of the
especially destructive threat which causes problem.
algorithm for event classification. Textual dimensions and
Important challenge is to differentiate indefinite tweets about
time dimensions improves the event detection quality that is
the daily routine monotonous activities from that of the topics
suitable for microblog data –Twitter. Temporal analysis is
that are of current interest of the public so that officials who
done in depth for the information related to the events such
manage and ensure public safety can do their work better.
as public interaction, public opinion etc.
Therefore the motivation of this paper is to understand the
feature of the tweets reporting on troublesome events and
also it is necessary to detect the velocity of arrival of tweets.
2. EXISTING METHODS
Identifying tweets that are destructive is the major
Research on detection of threat event, monitoring along with
objective of the proposed method which is based on feature
tracking has attracted many scholars. Different techniques
extraction involving both the features namely temporal
for identifying the threat event are discussed in the survey
features and textual features. Minimum of 400 million tweets
paper [2] which indicates various methods for the detection.
are posted in Twitter per day, hence to reduce the
This paper focuses on the experiments for selection of
overheads that occurs during computation, the threat event
features for the enhancing the accuracy of the detection of
detecting algorithm should perform less number of
threat event. It includes the process of extraction of temporal
operations for real time events. Experiments on feature
& textual features and its application for task of data mining.
selection can be undertaken for identifying the signal and
patterns of the threat event based on their features as it
2.1 Methods based on temporal features
provides better machine classification and accurate
The existing methods for temporal feature extraction is
clustering. The two types of features that are considered in
discussed by the text retrieval conference, knowledge based
the feature selection experiment are the temporal features
acceleration in [3] and text analysis conference knowledge
and the textual features.
base population in [4]. Kanhabua [5] proposed three

Temporal features indicate how fast the information
methods for determining the query times using the models of
is diffused which highlights the tweet quality posted by the
temporal language. Radinsky [6] discusses model based on
users at various times. Temporal features are the major
semantic relatedness namely temporal semantic analysis.
factors that indicate the volume of tweet about a particular
Generation of summarized temporal details of the current
event. To identify the threat event, key words that are
events – a web based system is discussed in [7].
tweeted more frequently are clustered over a range of time
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2.2 Methods based on Textual feature
Information diffusion for the challenges of data mining [8,
13], mining of opinion [9, 14], detection of spam & spammers
[18] and identification of regular user [10, 11, 12, 8, 19] are
discussed. The model of [7] identifies users of Twitter that
are most influenced. Model based on features and tree
kernel are investigated in [14] for classifying the sentiments.
Cong
considers the popularity of Hashtag [8] which
demonstrates that the context features are efficient than the
content features for the prediction of Hashtag popularity.

3. FRAMEWORK OF PROPOSED THREAT
EVENT DETECTION
An event that can be destructive can be defined by its textual
and temporal features. Such events can be related to the
local region or even national or international level.
Identification of such events and for prompt reaction before it
is spread to wide number of users is necessary. Bursty spike
of data causes increase in volume of data at a particular
time. The routine of ordinary event is interrupted by the
threat event with discontinuity of the security. An event
causing threat is characterized by the textual & temporal
features. This event causing threat can be such as when a
factory plans to shut down due to a fire accident then the
companies related to it will be involved to protect themselves
from losses. Hence continuous monitoring of social media
such as twitter for the identification of anomalies allows the
companies even the government to take prior actions such
that such information does not create damage to the society
in a wider way which acts as the motivation for identifying
the destructive threats from the normal messages. But
monitoring the tweets by human is not possible as the
amount of tweets per day received is very high. The
framework of the proposed method is shown in Fig. 1 which
clearly explains the step by step process for identification of
worthy events in Twitter. The process involves collection of
series of data from a particular location for a predefined
window of time frame. The framework consist of five steps
namely collection of data, pre-processing, differentiation of
events and non-events, process of online clustering,
identification of destructive events with its summary
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table1. Let ‘N’ be the actual number of features with actual
feature set be Q = {Fj, j= 1,.., N }. Dissimilarities between the
features Fj and Fk is represented by D(Fj, Fk), greater the
value of D, more the dissimilarities between the features. Let
dij represents the dissimilarities between the feature Fj and
its nearest ith neighbor feature in the reduced subset of
features S.
Table1: Notations used in the algorithm
Representation
N

Explanation
Actual number of features

Q = {Fj, j= 1,.., N }

Actual feature set

D(Fj, Fk)

Dissimilarities between the features Fj and Fk

dij

Dissimilarities between the feature Fj and its
nearest ith neighbor feature

Following are the steps of the algorithm:
Step 1: Initial value of ‘i’ is chosen as i ≤ N-1. The reduced
feature subset S is initialized as the actual feature set Q.
Step 2: Computation of dij is performed for each feature Fj ϵ
S
Step 3: Feature Fj’ is found for which dij is minimum. This
feature is retained in S and the nearest feature ‘i’ is
discarded of Fj’.
Let ε = dij’
Step 4: If i >cardinality (S) -1: i = cardinality(S) – 1
Step 5: If i=1, then Jump to step 8
Step 6: While dij’ > ε, then
a) i = i-1, dij’ = inf Fj ϵ S dij
b) If i = 1, Goto step 8
End While
Step 7: Goto step 2
Step 8: Feature set S is returned as the reduced feature set
Hence features that are irrelevant for the detection
of the threat event are excluded by the above algorithm and
required reduced feature set is obtained. This greatly
reduces the computation overload reducing the cost. Once
irrelevant features are eliminated, events are clustered
based on the field of the event by the clustering algorithm,
therby identifying the threat events.

5. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION:

Fig.1. Framework of Event detection for Twitter

4. PROPOSED ALGORITHM:
Classification of non-events from events indicated in the
above framework is done by the following algorithm which
discards unwanted features thereby removes unwanted
events that does not impose any threat. Selection of features
from the whole set of features is done by the following steps.
Notations involved in the algorithm are represented as

5.1. F-Measure
Experiments are conducted for testing the accuracy of
differentiating the events with respect to the features. Fmeasure indicates the accuracy of the experiment
performed. Results are presented for the real world data by
considering the tweets for a period of time based on the
proposed algorithm. Threshold values for the clustering
algorithm are chosen from 0.1 to 0.9. Fig.2 indicates the
scores of F-measure for different values of threshold. A
value of 0.45 is reasonable for the clustering algorithm.
Categories of eight types were considered such as sports,
entertainment, cultural etc for clustering of the events. An
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average value of 80.8 is obtained as the F-measure for the
proposed work which is a considerable value indicating that
the work is 80.8 % accurate.

\
Fig.4.Clustering time for Various Time windows
Fig.2. F-measure values of online clustering technique
Matrix Evaluation
Efficiency of the classifiers is evaluated based on the
features such as F-measure, accuracy, recall & precision.
Precision indicates closeness of the measured values even
though they are wrong i.e false negatives. The measure of
false negative is indicated by recall. Mean of precision &
recall is the F- measure. Percentage of correctly identified
tweets to that of total tweets is represented by accuracy.
False positive indicates identification of an event in class A
when it is actually of class B. True positive indicates
identification of an event in class A when it is exactly of class
A only.
5.2 Temporal features
Analysis of the temporal features of the proposed algorithm
based on the accuracy of the prediction of event along with
its run time is done to obtain its efficiency. For different
values of time windows, accuracy & run time are obtained
which is shown in Fig. 3 & Fig. 4.

The above results shows that one hour time frame requires
less time for clustering than for one minute time frame, while
produces 2nd best accuracy, hence it is suggested that the
recent tweet predict the threat event better than the older
ones but not so early as 1 minute too.
5.3 Textual features
Each feature is individually investigated to obtain the
discriminative power for classifying the destructive threat
event to show individual feature separately such that the
lowest destructive feature can be eliminated for reducing the
computational load to be performed for evaluating the result.
The ROC curve is shown in Fig.5 for each of the feature.
These curves are obtained from the values of the result with
respect to the F-measure and variation between the
temporal feature and the F-measure, as temporal feature is
considered as the basic concept behind this experiment.

Fig.5 ROC Curves Obtained for Individual Features
Fig.3. Accuracy for Various Time windows
Comparison of the performance for the various textual
features is shown in table 2 which compares the F-measure
value and the F-measure difference values for the different
textual features such as near-dulicate measure, retweet
ratio, mention ratio and hastag ratio.
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Table2. Comparison of Textual features based on
F-measure
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Model

F- measure

F-measure Difference

Baseline – Temporal

74.14

-

Near-duplicate
measure

74.69

0.55

Retweet ratio

77.57

3.43

Mention ratio

75.73

1.59

obtained from the experiments shows that the optimal textual
features along with the temporal features provides better
result than just textual features. The proposed method can
be used in the development of a system that creates social
awareness to enrich decision making in fields such as
management of crisis, information intelligence bureau &
police force. The future work involves inclusion of other
features such as social network & spacial features and to
compare the results with temporal and textual features, also
validation can be done for the proposed framework with the
conventional methods such as labeled Dirichlet allocation
method.

Hashtag ratio

76.13

2.99
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